
Leading the digitalization 
process in a school

• A seminar during the 2nd LTT in the 
Erasmus+ project Promoting 
transnational equality and students’ 
achievement through digital 
competences

• A seminar with the school leaderboard in 
the municipality of Gagnef and the  
attendance from partners in Romania 
and Portugal



• "The European 
Commission's support for 
the production of this 
publication does not 
constitute an endorsement 
of the contents, which 
reflect the views only of the 
authors, and the 
Commission cannot be held 
responsible for any use 
which may be made of the 
information contained 
therein."



Program 

1300–1430

Leading the digitalization process in school 
(Göran Anlind, Business developer)

1430–1445

Coffeebreak

1445–1530

Challenges and opportunities that contribute to the schools digitalization 
(Davoud Masoumi, University of Gävle)



Developing Digitalization



Developing Digitalization



The digitalization in 
school – what is that? 



The digitalization 
process 



The school vs the 
society 

• Is the school a summary of society 
now or in the past?

• Is it possible to change the way of 
teaching, as other parts of the 
society changed in this 
transformation?

• Have we changed the way of 
teaching, or just did the teaching 
digital? 



https://www.economist.com/graphic-detail/2018/04/24/a-study-finds-nearly-half-of-jobs-are-vulnerable-to-automation



So what can be 
digitalized in the 
school?



Skoldigiplan 



Where to start? 





Martin Bieber
- Vice principal 

Stenkulaskolan, Malmö
‘The young school leader of 

the year 2019’



Vision and strategy to 
accomplish the vision

Extensive societal changes open up new opportunities for the 
school to develop teaching and prepare children and students to 
live and work in a digital society. School therefore faces an exciting
future in need of change and development and is facing challenges
we do not yet know about. 

A contemporary school must be offered to all children and 
students. A school in which the possibilities of digitalisation, both in 
the societal perspective and in the national mission, are utilized so 
that results are improved and operations are streamlined. 

Skills development, collegial professional learning, appropriate
technology, sufficient infrastructure and systematic quality work
support equality between schools so that all children, students and 
staff develop adequate digital skills. 

ICT is an area in constant development. Based on this, the 
digitization plan is also a living one documents that are revised and 
reworked by the IT group, ICT educators and management team. 



The power chain

Resources => Activities => Results => Effects

New software Competence
development

All learned how to use the 
software

Improved share-culture

Available resources and 
what we have to add

Things to do Results 1-2 year The vision, where we
want to come 

1 2



Active leadership

Digitalisering och förändringsledning i förskola och skola -hur kan vi strategiskt förflytta verksamheten framåt? Niclas Jönsson, ATEA



A clear direction



Alternative route 

Also need a plan b, with an alternative 
route to the same goal



10 / 20 / 70

10% Formal learning

20% facilitated learning (informal learning)

70% on Site learning
/ Experience



Leading 
digitalization is 
about 



Groupdiscussion

• Is this the most
important parts?

• What’s missing? 
• What not important? 



The formal 
roles in the 

digitalization 
of schools

• Head of schools
• Principle
• Teachers
• ICT-pedagog
• Digitalization leader



Roles

Role is taken Role as given 



What role have you been 
taken in the digitalization of 

the school?

• Leader

• Inspirer

• Organizer

• Questioning

• Whatever! 

• Not my problem!



The learning pit 

The learning pit – approchable also on teachers?



University of Gävle

• What would the perfect school 
digitalization entail?

• What trends, challenges, and barriers 
contributes to the school digitalization?

• What efforts have been implemented 
and what actions need to be taken to 
strengthen the school digitalization?

• IF and What digital Professional 
development opportunities currently 
being offered in the school? 



Developing Digitalization



We need to understand 
how the learning process 
look like today, with a 
digital practice

Sweden don't suffer of lack of tools and resources. But the ideas how to 
use them

Ola Lindberg –BETT 2019



Tack för
uppmärksamheten!



Tack


